App Annie Intelligence Free Plan
for Strategy Managers

App Annie
Stay informed of emerging mobile trends
with sound, comprehensive data
The mobile app world evolves quickly, with new
apps and trends emerging on a daily basis. As a
mobile strategist, you need sound, comprehensive
data to uncover new opportunities early on.

App Annie can help you stay on top of emerging
apps, analyze historical ranking data to assess their
staying power, and gauge consumer sentiment.
All with a free App Annie account.
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Discover
Discover rising stars
If you were tasked with identifying rising stars, use
our Top Apps report to discover which apps are
gaining traction using the sort by change feature.
TBH is ranked #1 based on largest increase in rank;
it leapt 666 spots from the previous day.
Curious what this app is?
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Learn
Learn app history details
The App Details page provides the app description and outlines the product improvements an
app publisher has made over time. TBH oﬀers an
anonymous way to participate in friendly, social
polls and a chance to earn rewards. It was first
tracked on January 30, 2017. Most recently, the
app has gone nationwide.
But, does it have long term growth potential?
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Evaluate
Evaluate growth potential
Use our Rank History report to analyze the
app’s historical performance. Despite launching
in early 2017, it didn’t reach top ranks until August
6. Subsequently, it maintained top 10 spot in
the Social category.
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Assess
Assess consumer sentiment
Ranking data can only inform so much. It is
also important to get feedback directly from
consumers using our Reviews report. TBH has
overwhelmingly positive reviews and an average
rating of 4.4. Users like the anonymity factor
and its positivity.
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All This & More with a Premium Plan:
✓ Quantify opportunities based on downloads,

Conclusion
In summary, you learned how to discover rising
stars by using the rank change feature, and how
to use historical rankings and reviews to evaluate
performance. Now you have a data driven method
to keep tabs on market trends.

revenue, or usage metrics

✓ Structure M&A deals leveraging detailed
insight into company performance

✓ Assess new market opportunity based on
country growth

✓ Pursue new partnerships based on increasing
affinity

G E T S TA R T E D F O R F R E E T O D AY

✓ Identify app developers with a track record of
delivering results

C O N TA C T S A L E S
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Thank You

A P PA N N I E . C O M

